Collaborating with Allenberry Resort & Playhouse owners, KTGY has designed a new modern-farmhouse single-family residential community connecting to the resort. Adding residences to the resort allows home buyers to live in an amenity-filled historic community. What is reflected in the hand-hewn wood, industrial caged filament bulbs and rolling barn doors at the resort are the fundamental elements found in the modern farmhouse floor plans. Architects and planners worked from a deep understanding of the desires of residents to maintain privacy, to live in homes that are both practical and beautiful, and with a commitment to natural materials. Streets at the Porches of Allenberry are designed for people, for mobility and for access to public spaces. A traffic-calmed multi-modal paved path connects directly to the resort. This community is designed for an active lifestyle where residents will travel by golf carts, bicycles or on foot on a broad network of pathways connecting to the resort and the farm. Public, manicured lawns feature bocce courts, gazebos and gardens and a fitness lawn for Pilates and Yoga.
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